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initiator(s): Etats Généraux de l'Eau à Bruxelles (EGEB)
url: http://geo.surlaterre.org/egeb-sgwb/projets 
www.egeb-sgwb.be 
description: Creative workshops for children were 
organised as part of an investigation into new ways of 
managing water and water garden practices in urban areas. 
Plans are also being made to test water garden practices 
on site.
dates: 11-12 July 2011, 24-28 August 2011, ongoing

NEW URBAN RIVERS WORKSHOPS

ATELIER D’ARTISTES

UNDERSTANDING THE REDEVELOPMENT PLANS 

initiator(s): Fondation Ateliers d'Artistes Sans frontières (FAASF), 
Association du Quartier Léopold (AQL)
url: www.quartier-europeen.eu
description: The neighbourhood Committee AQL proposes to reinstate artists’ 
workplaces in the immediate surroundings of the EU Parliament, through the 
renovation of two disused ateliers in Rue Wiertz 21 and 23. The recent demolition 
of dozens of 19th century artists’ studios has erased the traditional cultural activity 
of this neighbourhood. Therefore, the objective of this project is to preserve and 
develop the diversity of urban activities in the area, as well as to encourage the 
liveliness of numerous public spaces nearby.
dates: Planning permission in progress, project to be realised in 2013

initiator(s): MAP-it participants
description: Discussions took place with public authorities, real estate developers, 
artists and neighbourhood committees on how to turn some of the empty shop 
fronts of the Chaussée de Wavre into temporary work and exhibition spaces. 
dates: April 2011, ongoing on specific occasions

DISCUSSIONS ON TEMPORARY USE OF EMPTY BUILDINGS

url: http://pumproject.wordpress.com
description: Two different MAP-it sessions - involving residents, civil servants, 
socio-cultural organisations, artists and young people - centered around the 
question of how to re-imagine the European Neighbourhood. The dynamic between 
the participants of these MAP-it sessions gave way to a wide variety of 
micro-initiatives. Some of the initiators formed a collective called PUM, which 
operates on a derelict urban wasteland site called Eggevoort. The name PUM 
refers to the underlying ideas of the collective:
- PUM wants to promote concrete Projects, based on Personal ideas and 
imagination, using methods of Participation and a strong Presence in the local area;
- PUM Unites Urban expertise from a broad horizon. In doing so, it reacts with a 
certain sense of Urgency to local or global urban issues;
- PUM is most active in the valley of the former river Maelbeek. This allows the 
project to connect with a broader urbanistic, geographical and political context.
dates: April 2011, ongoing

PUM

initiator(s): Club del Libro asbl
url: www.organicpark.eu
description: The Eggevoort park used to be an urban wasteland where people left their trash. 
The direct neighbours made a great effort to clean the site and create an agreeable atmosphere.
date: 2010, ongoing

PARK CLEANING

initiator(s): Club del Libro asbl
url: www.organicpark.eu
description: Il Club del libro asbl offers citizens of 
the area around the Leopold Park free poetry. 
Small publications of the work of Italian and 
French poets are left in trees and along fences at 
the park, so that users of the park can collect 
them. The project attempts to create a link with the 
inhabitants, using poetry as a vehicle for 
intercultural communication.
dates: 2010, ongoing

(Fête de l'Eau – Waterfeest) 
initiator(s): Etats Généraux de l'Eau à Bruxelles (EGEB)
url: http://geo.surlaterre.org/egeb-sgwb/FeteDeLEau  
www.egeb-sgwb.be  
http://pumproject.wordpress.com/2011/08/19/28-08-
waterfeest-fete-de-leau/
description: organised by the citizen platform States 
General of the Water in Brussels (EGEB), a wide 
programme of activities was set up to celebrate the 
presence of water in the Maelbeek valley. On the Eggevoort 
site, this celebration was the occasion to inaugurate the 
new vertical garden, to display MAP-it plans, posters and 
historical engravings, to set up an exhibition of PUM-pit 
models, to play the Urban Issues Mini-golf game, to 
organise creative workshops and to have guided tours and 
water poetry readings.  
dates: 28 August 2011

POETRY EXCHANGE

initiator(s): historians, lifelong learning actors, people passionate about history
url:  http://geo.surlaterre.org/egeb-sgwb/histoire
description: Maelbeek dans Tout ces Etats develops various projects linked to water in the 
city. One of them is about history and aims to reveal the memory of the river that is now 
buried. The old villages, the human activities born on its river beds and the urbanisation 
that followed are exposed. A group of passionate people have been collecting text 
material, cartographies and iconographies which uncover this forgotten history. In doing so, 
they irrigate grassroots initiatives with knowledge from the past.
dates: 2009, ongoing

HISTORY RESEARCH GROUP ‘MAELBEEK DANS TOUT SES ETATS’

Image: Tessa Persoons

initiator(s): PUM Collective, Maelbeek dans Tout Ces Etats, 
City Mine(d)
url: http://pumproject.wordpress.com
description: The site's swampy underground and medieval fisherman 
tower have inspired people to gather scientific information which 
can nourish the emerging micro-initiatives. Hydrological, geological 
and historical maps of the area were brought together and 
compared to get a better understanding of how landscape, 
biodiversity and heritage overlap and interact. Engravings and 
histories were exhibited on the bulletin board. Also, the old river bed 
and ponds were located on a map in order to look for ground water 
through drilling and ground sampling. Within a short timeframe, an 
impressive amount of collective knowledge has been, and continues 
to be, gathered.
dates: April 2011, ongoing

DATA PROJECT

initiator(s): PUM Collective
url: http://pumproject.wordpress.com/2011/04/27/journal-mural-
muurkaant/
description: The fence of the Eggevoort wasteland was turned into a 
public bulletin board to leave announcements, ask questions and 
publish information on the street.
dates: April 2011 – ongoing

BULLETIN BOARD

SALONS POLAROID

initiator(s): PUM Collective 
url: http://pumproject.wordpress.com/projects/beliris-la-region-la-ville-et-la-friche/
description: Discussions with passers-by and contacts with local authorities revealed the existence of an 
ambitious plan for redevelopment of the derelict site. Since no information on these plans have been made public, 
a group of people started to investigate the procedure and map out all the stakeholders involved. All information 
was communicated via the bulletin board and online blog.
dates: March 2011, ongoing

initiator(s): PUM Collective
url: http://pumproject.wordpress.com/projects/salons-
polaroid/
description: On Wednesday afternoons, people from 
the PUM collective came together to engage with 
passers-by and local residents. These Wednesdays 
became fixed moments of meeting and exchange. The 
participants wrote down discussions and stories and 
used a Polaroid camera to take photographs. 
dates: April – August 2011

GARDEN PROJECT
initiator(s): PUM Collective -  NADINE arts centre, Début des 
Haricots urban gardeners, the official Leopold park gardeners, 
cultural centre Espace Senghor, Natagora
url: http://pumproject.wordpress.com/projects/vertical-gardens/
description: Strawberries, tomatoes and ornamental flowers and 
plants turned the Eggevoort site into a colourful and pleasant area 
and safeguarded it from illegal dumping. Different techniques of 
vertical gardening are being tested and flowers and seedlings are 
being exchanged between neighbours and local organisations.
dates: May 2011, ongoing

PUM-pit
initiator(s): City Mine(d)
url: www.citymined.org
description: The creation of a drinking water point for public space. 
During an open workshop, models for an interactive water machine 
were created and then exhibited at the Eggevoort site.
dates: April 2011, ongoing

EMBRASSE L'ESPACE
initiator(s): Tessa Persoons
url: http://embrassespace.tumblr.com
description: A collection of thoughts on public space in the 
Leopold Quarter and poster installations by Tessa Persoons.
dates: May – August 2011

URBAN ISSUES MINIGOLF 
initiator(s):  Thomas Laureyssens
url: http://pumproject.wordpress.com/projects/urban-issues-mini-
golf/
description: A game of mini-golf using 'green' golf balls (seed 
balls) and a map of the city for the golf course. Players are asked 
to choose the area they feel is most in need of improvement or 
action and this site becomes their target. Seeds from the green 
golf balls will bloom over time and a visualisation will appear of the 
spots that is considered to be most in need of action. 
dates: 5 June & 28 August 2011, ongoing
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